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Abstract

The Evidential Regression Network (ERN) represents a novel approach that integrates deep learning with Dempster-Shafer’s theory to predict a target and quantify the associated uncertainty. Guided by the underlying theory, specific activation functions must be employed to enforce non-negative values, which is a constraint that compromises model performance by limiting its ability to learn from all samples. This paper provides a theoretical analysis of this limitation and introduces an improvement to overcome it. Initially, we define the region where the models can’t effectively learn from the samples. Following this, we thoroughly analyze the ERN and investigate this constraint. Leveraging the insights from our analysis, we address the limitation by introducing a novel regularization term that empowers the ERN to learn from the whole training set. Our extensive experiments substantiate our theoretical findings and demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed solution.

Introduction

Deep learning methods have been successful in a broad spectrum of real-world tasks, including computer vision (Godard, Mac Aodha, and Brostow 2017; He et al. 2016; Dai et al. 2024), natural language processing (Zhao et al. 2023; Devlin et al. 2018; Vaswani et al. 2017), and medical domain (Ye et al. 2023; Tang et al. 2023). In these scenarios, evaluating model uncertainty becomes a crucial element. Within the realm of deep learning, uncertainty is generally categorized into two primary groups: the intrinsic randomness inherent in data, referred to as the aleatoric uncertainty, and the uncertainty associated with model parameters, known as the epistemic uncertainty (Gal and Ghahramani 2016; Guo et al. 2017).

Among these, accurately quantifying the uncertainty linked to the model’s parameters proves to be a particularly demanding task, due to the inherent complexity involved. To tackle this, strategies such as Ensemble-based methods (Pearce, Leibfried, and Brintrup 2020; Lakshminarayanan, Pritzel, and Blundell 2017) and Bayesian neural networks (BNNs) (Gal and Ghahramani 2016; Wilson and Izmailov 2020; Blundell et al. 2015) have been proposed to measure epistemic uncertainty. Nonetheless, these methods either demand substantial computational resources or encounter challenges in scalability. In response to these limitations, the concept of evidential deep learning techniques (Sensoy, Kaplan, and Kandemir 2018; Amini et al. 2020; Malinin and Gales 2018) has emerged. These methods are formulated to handle uncertainty estimation by producing distribution parameters as their output.

The Evidential Regression Network (ERN) (Amini et al. 2020) introduces a novel deep-learning regression approach that incorporates Dempster-Shafer theory (Shafer 1976) to quantify model uncertainty, resulting in impressive achievements. Within the ERN framework, the training process is conceptualized as an evidence acquisition process, which...
is inspired by evidential models for classification (Malinin and Gales 2018, 2019; Biloš, Charpentier, and Günemann 2019; Haußmann, Gerwinn, and Kandemir 2019; Malinin, Mlodozeniec, and Gales 2019). During the training phase, ERN establishes prior distributions over the likelihood function, and each training sample contributes to the formation of a higher-order evidential distribution from which the likelihood function is drawn. During the inference phase, ERN produces the hyperparameters of the evidential distribution, facilitating both prediction and uncertainty estimation without the necessity for sampling. This approach was subsequently extended to multivariate regression tasks by Meinert and Lavin using different prior distributions.

Previous ERN methods (Amini et al. 2020; Malinin et al. 2020; Charpentier et al. 2021; Oh and Shin 2022; Feng et al. 2023; Mei et al. 2023) use specific activation functions like ReLU to ensure non-negative values for parameters of the evidential distribution, such as the variance. Nevertheless, the utilization of such activation functions may inadvertently hinder ERN models’ capacity to learn effectively from training samples, thereby impairing overall model performance (Pandey and Yu 2023). Furthermore, in classification tasks, evidential models have underperformed because of the existence of “zero confidence regions” within the evidential space (Pandey and Yu 2023).

However, there is a notable lack of convergence analysis for evidential models in the context of regression tasks. In this paper, we explore the existence of zero confidence regions, which result in high uncertainty areas (HUA) during the training process of ERN models for regression tasks. Building upon the insights derived from our analysis, we propose a novel regularization term that enables the ERN to bypass the HUA and effectively learn from the zero-confidence regions. We also show that the proposed regularization can be generalized to various ERN variants. We conduct experiments on both synthetic and real-world data and show the effectiveness of the proposed method.

The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows:

- We revealed the existence of HUA in the learning process of ERN methods with theoretical analysis. The existence of HUA impedes the learning ability of evidential regression models, particularly in regions where ERN exhibits low confidence.
- We propose a novel uncertainty regularization term designed to handle this HUA in evidential regression models and provides theoretical proof of its effectiveness.
- Extensive experiments across multiple datasets and tasks are conducted to validate our theoretical findings and demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed solution.

Background

Problem Setup

In the context of our study, we consider a regression task derived from a dataset \( D = \{ (X_i, y_i) \}_{i=1}^N \), where \( X_i \in \mathbb{R}^d \) denotes an independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) input vector with \( d \) dimensions. Corresponding to each input \( X_i \), we have a real-valued target \( y_i \in \mathbb{R} \). Our dataset comprises \( N \) samples and the task is to predict the targets based on the input data points. We tackle the regression task by modeling the probabilistic distribution of the target variable \( y \), which is formulated as \( p(y \mid \theta, f_\theta(X)) \), where \( f \) refers to a neural network, and \( \theta \) denotes its parameters. For simplicity, we omit the subscript \( i \).

Evidential Regression Network

As is illustrated in Figure 1, Evidential Regression Network (ERN) (Amini et al. 2020) introduces a Gaussian distribution \( \mathcal{N}(\mu, \sigma^2) \) with unknown mean \( \mu \) and variance \( \sigma \) for modeling the regression problem. It is generally assumed that a target value \( y \) is drawn i.i.d. from the Gaussian distribution, and that the unknown parameters \( \mu \) and \( \sigma \) follow a Normal Inverse-Gamma (NIG) distribution:

\[
\begin{align*}
\gamma &\sim \mathcal{N}(\mu, \sigma^2) \\
\sigma^2 &\sim \Gamma^{-1}(\alpha, \beta) \\
(\mu, \sigma^2) &\sim \text{NIG}(\gamma, v, \alpha, \beta)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \Gamma(\cdot) \) is the gamma function, parameters \( m = (\gamma, v, \alpha, \beta) \), and \( \gamma \in \mathbb{R}, v > 0, \alpha > 1, \beta > 0 \). The parameters of NIG distribution \( m \) is modeled by the output of a neural network \( f_\theta(\cdot) \), where \( \theta \) is the trainable parameters of such neural network. To enforce constraints on \( (v, \alpha, \beta) \), a SoftPlus activation is applied (additional +1 added to \( \alpha \)). Linear activation is used for \( \gamma \in \mathbb{R} \). Considering the NIG distribution in Eq 1, the prediction, aleatoric uncertainty, and epistemic uncertainty can be calculated as the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbb{E}[\mu] &= \gamma \\
\mathbb{E}[\sigma^2] &= \frac{\beta}{\alpha - 1} \\
\text{Var}[\mu] &= \frac{\beta}{v(\alpha - 1)} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(2)

Therefore, we can use \( \mathbb{E}[\mu] = \gamma \) as the prediction of ERN, \( \mathbb{E}[\sigma^2] = \frac{\beta}{\alpha - 1} \) and \( \text{Var}[\mu] = \frac{\beta}{v(\alpha - 1)} \) as the uncertainty estimation of ERN.

The likelihood of an observation \( y \) given \( m \) is computed by marginalizing over \( \mu \) and \( \sigma^2 \):

\[
p(y \mid m) = \text{St} \left( y; \gamma, \frac{\beta(1 + v)}{v\alpha}, 2\alpha \right)
\]

(3)

where \( \text{St} \left( y; \mu_{St}, \sigma^2_{St}, v_{St} \right) \) is the Student-t distribution with location \( \mu_{St} \), scale \( \sigma^2_{St} \), and degrees of freedom \( v_{St} \).

Training Objective of ERN

The parameters \( \theta \) of ERN are trained by maximizing the marginal likelihood in Eq 3. The training objective is to minimize the negative logarithm of \( p(y \mid m) \), therefore the negative log likelihood (NLL) loss function is formulated as:

\[
\mathcal{L}^{\text{NLL}}_{\theta} = \frac{1}{2} \log \left( \frac{\pi}{v} \right) - \alpha \log(\Omega) \\
+ \left( \alpha + 1 \right) \log \left( (y - \gamma)^2 \right) + \frac{\Gamma(\alpha)}{\Gamma(\alpha + \frac{1}{2})}
\]

(4)
where \( \Omega = 2\beta(1 + \nu) \).

To minimize the evidence on errors, the regularization term \( \mathcal{L}_\beta^R = |y - \gamma| \cdot (2\nu + \alpha) \) is proposed to minimize evidence on incorrect predictions. Therefore, the loss function of ERN is:

\[
\mathcal{L}_\beta^{ERN} = \mathcal{L}_\beta^{NLL} + \lambda \mathcal{L}_\beta^R
\]

where \( \lambda \) is a settable hyperparameter. For simplicity, we omit \( \theta \) in the following sections.

**Variants of ERN**

ERN is for univariate regression and has been extended to multivariate regression with a different prior distribution normal-inverse-Wishart (NIW) distribution (Meinert and Lavin 2021). Multivariate ERN employs an NIW distribution and, similar to ERN, formulates the loss function as (see Meinert and Lavin for details):

\[
\mathcal{L}_\beta^{MERN} = \mathcal{L}_\beta^{NLL} + \lambda \mathcal{L}_\beta^R
\]

where the gradient of \( \mathcal{L}_\beta^{MERN} \) is:

\[
\mathcal{L}_\beta^{NLL} = \log \Gamma\left(\frac{\nu - n + 1}{2}\right) - \log \Gamma\left(\frac{\nu + 1}{2}\right) + \frac{n}{2} \log (\nu + r) - \nu \sum_j \ell_j + \frac{\nu + 1}{2} \log \left| LL^T + \frac{1}{r + \nu} (\gamma - \hat{\mu}_0)(\gamma - \hat{\mu}_0)^T \right| + \text{const.}
\]

And estimation of the prediction as well as uncertainties as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{\mu}_0 &= \frac{\nu}{\nu + n - 1} LL^T \in \text{prediction} \\
\nu(n + 3)/2 + \text{tanh} \ p_v \cdot n(n + 3)/2 + 1 > n + 1
\end{align*}
\]

where \( p_v \in (p_1 \cdots p_m) \). And

\[
(L)_{jk} = \begin{cases} 
\exp \{ \ell_j \} & \text{if } j = k \\
\ell_{jk} & \text{if } j > k \\
0 & \text{else.}
\end{cases}
\]

**Methodology**

In this section, we first give a definition of the High Uncertainty Area (HUA). Then, we theoretically analyze the existing limitation of ERN in HUA. Based on our analysis, we propose a novel solution to the problem. Finally, we extend our analysis and propose solutions to variants of ERN with other prior distributions.

### High Uncertainty Area (HUA) of ERN

In this section, we show that in the high uncertainty area of ERN, the gradient of ERN will shrink to zero, therefore the outputs of ERN cannot be correctly updated. In this paper, we only study the gradient with respect to \( \alpha \) as the gradient with respect to \( v \) and \( \beta \) follows a similar fashion.

**Definition 1 (High Uncertainty Area).** *High Uncertainty Area* is where \( \alpha \) is close to 1, leading to very high uncertainty prediction.

An effective model ought to possess the capacity to learn from the entire training samples. Unfortunately, this does not hold true in the context of ERN.

**Theorem 1.** ERN cannot learn from samples in high uncertainty area.

**Proof.** Consider input \( X \) and the corresponding label \( y \). We use \( o = (o_\gamma, o_v, o_\alpha, o_\beta) \) to denote the output of \( f_\theta(X) \), therefore:

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha &= \text{SoftPlus}(o_\alpha) + 1 \\
\beta &= \text{log}(o_\beta) + 1
\end{align*}
\]

Where SoftPlus(\( \cdot \)) denotes SoftPlus activation (our theorem still holds true when faced with other popular activation functions, such as ReLU and exp, see Appendix A\(^2\) for additional proofs). So the gradient of NLL loss with respect to \( o_\alpha \) is given by:

\[
\frac{\partial \mathcal{L}^{NLL}}{\partial o_\alpha} = \frac{\partial \mathcal{L}^{NLL}}{\partial \alpha} \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial o_\alpha}
\]

\[
= \begin{cases} 
\log(1 + \frac{\nu(\gamma - y)^2}{2\beta(\nu + 1)}) + \psi(\alpha) & \text{if } \alpha > 1 \\
\psi(\alpha + 0.5) \cdot \text{Sigmoid}(o_\alpha) & \text{else.}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \psi(\cdot) \) denotes the digamma function.

For a sample in high uncertainty area, we have:

\[
\alpha \to 1 \Rightarrow o_\alpha \to -\infty \Rightarrow \text{Sigmoid}(o_\alpha) \to 0
\]

So, for such training samples:

\[
\frac{\partial \mathcal{L}^{NLL}}{\partial o_\alpha} = 0
\]

And the gradient of \( \mathcal{L}^R = |y - \gamma| \cdot (2\nu + \alpha) \) with respect to \( o_\alpha \) is given by:

\[
\frac{\partial \mathcal{L}^R}{\partial o_\alpha} = \frac{\partial \mathcal{L}^R}{\partial \alpha} \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial o_\alpha}
\]

\[
= |y - \gamma| \cdot \text{Sigmoid}(o_\alpha)
\]

Similarly, we have:

\[
\frac{\partial \mathcal{L}^R}{\partial o_\alpha} = 0
\]

And \( \mathcal{L}^{ERN} = \mathcal{L}^{NLL} + \lambda \mathcal{L}^R \), therefore we have:

\[
\frac{\partial \mathcal{L}^{ERN}}{\partial o_\alpha} = \frac{\partial \mathcal{L}^{NLL}}{\partial o_\alpha} + \lambda \frac{\partial \mathcal{L}^R}{\partial o_\alpha}
\]

\[
= 0
\]

\(^3\)Please find Appendix in arXiv version.
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Figure 2: $L_{ERN}^U$ in Equation (5) cannot help the model get out of high uncertainty area while our proposed $L_U$ can still learn from samples in the grey area.

Since the gradient of the loss function with respect to $o_\alpha$ is zero, there won’t be any update on $\alpha$ from such samples. The model fails to learn from samples in high uncertainty area.

Uncertainty Regularization to Bypass HUA

Considering the learning deficiency of ERN, in this paper, we propose an uncertainty regularization to solve the zero gradient problem within HUA:

$$L_U = -|y - \gamma| \cdot \log(\alpha - 1) - 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

In this section, we show that $L_U$ can address the learning deficiency of ERN.

**Theorem 2.** Our proposed uncertainty regularization $L_U$ can learn from samples within HUA.

*Proof.* The gradient of the proposed regularization term $L_U$ with respect to $o_\alpha$ is given by:

$$\frac{\partial L_U}{\partial o_\alpha} = \frac{\partial L_U}{\partial \alpha} \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial o_\alpha}$$

$$= -|y - \gamma| \cdot \frac{\exp(\alpha - 1)}{\exp(\alpha - 1) - 1} \cdot \text{Sigmoid}(o_\alpha)$$

$$= -|y - \gamma| \cdot \left[1 + \exp(-o_\alpha)\right] \cdot \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-o_\alpha)}$$

$$= -|y - \gamma|$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

Uncertainty regularization term $L_U$ ensures the maintenance of the gradient within the high uncertainty area. Importantly, the value of this gradient scales in accordance with the distance between the predicted value and the ground truth.

Training of Regularized ERN

The final training objective for the proposed Uncertainty Regularized ERN (UR-ERN) is formulated as:

$$L = L_{ERN}^U + \lambda_1 L_U$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

where $\lambda_1$ is a settable hyperparameter that balances the regularization and the original ERN loss. $L_{NLL}^R$ is for fitting purpose, $L_{R}$ regularizes evidence (Amini et al. 2020). And our proposed $L_U^U$ addresses zero gradient problem in the HUA.

Uncertainty Space Visualization

Figure 2 visualizes the uncertainty space with $x$-axis representing $o_\alpha$. Under ideal conditions, both fitting loss and uncertainty should be low, resulting in samples being mapped to the blue zone. Nevertheless, there exist certain samples predicted with high uncertainty, which may land within the grey region. Within this grey region, $L_{ERN}^U$ fails to update the parameters effectively. Under such circumstances, our proposed uncertainty regularization term $L_U^U$ retains the capacity to update the model. This enables the samples to be extracted from the grey area, thus allowing the training to continue.

Uncertainty Regularization for ERN Variants

Based on our theoretical analysis in previous sections, it is quite clear that the zero gradient problem in the HUA of ERN is attributable to certain activation functions that ensure non-negative values. Consequently, this limitation is not confined to ERN but can also extend to other evidential models that utilize similar activation functions. Multivariate ERN (Meinert and Lavin 2021), which we introduced in Section , serves as an illustrative example; it suffers from similar problems to ERN, even when employing different prior distributions. Similar to the previous analysis, we study the parameter $\nu$ as an example.

**Theorem 3.** Multivariate ERN (Meinert and Lavin 2021) also cannot learn from samples in high uncertainty area.

*Proof.* Given the output of a neural network $(p_1 \cdots p_m)$, we have $p_\nu \in (p_1 \cdots p_m)$. And $\nu$ is formulated as the following:

$$\nu = n(n + 5)/2 + \tanh^2 p_\nu \cdot n(n + 3)/2 + 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

Therefore, the gradient of loss function $L_{MERN} (L_{NLL})$ with respect to $p_\nu$ is given by:

$$\frac{\partial L_{MERN}}{\partial p_\nu} = \frac{\partial L_{NLL}}{\partial \nu} \frac{\partial \nu}{\partial p_\nu}$$

$$= \frac{\partial L_{NLL}}{\partial \nu} \cdot \frac{n(n + 3)}{2} \cdot (1 - \tanh^2 p_\nu)$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

within HUA, we have:

$$p_\nu \to -\infty \Rightarrow (1 - \tanh^2 p_\nu) \to 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

Therefore, we have:

$$\frac{\partial L_{MERN}}{\partial p_\nu} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

The gradient with respect to $p_\nu$ is zero, there will be no update to $p_\nu$. Multivariate ERN cannot learn effectively within HUA.

Similarly, we propose uncertainty regularization term $L_U^U$ to help Multivariate ERN learn from samples within HUA. Since Multivariate ERN uses a different activation function,
the proposed $L^U$ for Multivariate ERN has a different formulation:

$$L^U = -\frac{1}{2} \cdot |y - \gamma| \cdot \log\left(\frac{n^2 + 3n}{n^2 + 4n + 1 - \nu} - 1\right) \tag{24}$$

We can prove the effectiveness of the proposed $L^U$ for Multivariate ERN.

**Theorem 4.** Our proposed uncertainty regularization $L^U$ enables Multivariate ERN learn from samples within HUA.

**Proof.** The gradient of the proposed $L^U$ with respect to $p_\nu$ is given by:

$$\frac{\partial L^U}{\partial p_\nu} = \frac{\partial L^U}{\partial \nu} \cdot \frac{\partial \nu}{\partial p_\nu}$$

$$= -|y - \gamma| \cdot \frac{1}{2(n^2 + 3n)} \cdot \frac{-n^2 + 3n}{(\nu - n - 1)(n^2 - 4n - 1)} \cdot \frac{1}{(n^2 + 3n)}$$

$$= -|y - \gamma| \cdot \frac{1}{2(n^2 + 3n)} \cdot \frac{-n^2 + 3n}{(\nu - n - 1)(n^2 - 4n - 1)} \cdot \frac{1}{(n^2 + 3n)}$$

$$= -|y - \gamma| \cdot \frac{1}{2(n^2 + 3n)} \cdot \frac{-n^2 + 3n}{(\nu - n - 1)(n^2 - 4n - 1)} \cdot \frac{1}{(n^2 + 3n)}$$

$$= -|y - \gamma| \cdot \frac{1}{2(n^2 + 3n)} \cdot \frac{-n^2 + 3n}{(\nu - n - 1)(n^2 - 4n - 1)} \cdot \frac{1}{(n^2 + 3n)}$$

$$= -|y - \gamma| \cdot \frac{1}{2(n^2 + 3n)} \cdot \frac{-n^2 + 3n}{(\nu - n - 1)(n^2 - 4n - 1)} \cdot \frac{1}{(n^2 + 3n)}$$

$$= -|y - \gamma| \cdot \frac{1}{2(n^2 + 3n)} \cdot \frac{-n^2 + 3n}{(\nu - n - 1)(n^2 - 4n - 1)} \cdot \frac{1}{(n^2 + 3n)}$$

$$= -|y - \gamma| \cdot \frac{1}{2(n^2 + 3n)} \cdot \frac{-n^2 + 3n}{(\nu - n - 1)(n^2 - 4n - 1)} \cdot \frac{1}{(n^2 + 3n)}$$

The proposed regularization term $L^U$ guarantees a non-zero gradient for Multivariate ERN in the HUA. Therefore, the loss function for uncertainty regularized Multivariate ERN is formulated as:

$$L = L^{\text{NLL}} + \lambda_1 L^U \tag{26}$$

where $\lambda_1$ is settable hyperparameter.

While the two terms have different formulations, they share a common intuition. We identify the zero gradient problem arising from the activation function and introduce a term to circumvent zero gradients, simultaneously increasing $\alpha$. This adjustment guides the training process away from this problematic area. Our mathematical analysis confirms these terms effectively achieve our objective.

The above theoretical analysis reveals that the learning efficiency is not exclusive to ERN (Amini et al. 2020); it also manifests in other evidential models (Meinert and Lavin 2021) that employ different prior distributions.

**Experiments**

In this section, we first conduct experiments under both synthetic and real-world datasets. For each dataset, we investigate whether the methods fail to learn from samples within and outside HUA. Moreover, we perform additional experiments to demonstrate that even the Multivariate ERN, which employs distinct prior distributions, struggles to learn effectively within HUA. To compare performance we use baselines including ERN (Amini et al. 2020) ($L^{\text{NLL}} + \lambda L^U$), and NLL-ERN ($L^{\text{NLL}}$). For experiments within HUA, we initialize the model within HUA by setting bias in the activation layer. Please refer to Appendix B for details about experimental setups and experiments about the sensitivity of hyperparameters.

**Performance on Cubic Regression Dataset**

To highlight the limitations of ERN, we compare its performance with our proposed UR-ERN on cubic regression dataset (Amini et al. 2020) within HUA. Following (Amini et al. 2020), we train models on $y = x^3 + \epsilon$, where $\epsilon \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 3)$. We conduct training over the interval $x \in [-4, 4]$, and perform testing over $x \in [-6, -4] \cup [4, 6]$.

**Evaluation Metrics** Our proposed regularization is mainly designed to help the model effectively update the parameter $\alpha$ within HUA. This is essential because, as our theoretical analysis has shown, if the model cannot properly update $\alpha$, the uncertainty prediction will become unreasonably high. Therefore, we have chosen uncertainty prediction as our evaluation metric. We visualize the experimental results of uncertainty estimation along with ground truth in Figure 3 and the uncertainty is represented by the blue shade. An accurate prediction in uncertainty would lead the blue shade to cover the distance between the predicted value and the ground truth precisely.

**Cubic Regression within HUA** As illustrated in Figure 3, the blue shade represents the uncertainty predicted by the models, ERN encounters difficulties in updating parameters in the HUA, resulting in high uncertainty predictions across the dataset. In contrast, the proposed UR-ERN maintains its training efficiency, effectively mitigating this issue.
These observations validate our theoretical analysis, demon-
strating the effectiveness of our proposed method.

**Cubic Regression outside HUA** We extend our investiga-
tion to assess the performance of these methods under stan-
dard conditions (outside the HUA), Figure 3 illustrates that
the inclusion of the term \( \mathcal{L}^R \) in \( \mathcal{L}^{\text{ERN}} \) contributes to more
accurate uncertainty predictions, a result that aligns with the
findings of Amini et al.. Moreover, the proposed UR-ERN
not only performs robustly in the HUA but also exhibits su-
perior performance compared to the ERN outside the HUA.
These observations further demonstrate the effectiveness of
our method.

**Performance on Monocular Depth Estimation**

We further evaluate the performance of our proposed
UR-ERN and ERN on more challenging real-world tasks.
Monocular depth estimation is a task in computer vision
aiming to predict the depth directly from an RGB image. We
choose the NYU Depth v2 dataset (Silberman et al. 2012) for
experiments. For each pixel, there is a corresponding depth
target. Following previous practice (Amini et al. 2020), we
train U-Net (Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox 2015) style
neural network as the backbone to learn evidential parame-
ters. Similar to the previous section, we compare the perform-
ance of our UR-ERN against ERN within HUA and out-
side HUA. Limited by space, additional experimental results
are detailed in Appendix B.

**Evaluation Metrics** We first explore whether the models
can correctly update parameters within HUA. Similarly, we
choose the value of uncertainty as the evaluation metric.
Similar to cubic regression, the blue shade in Figure 4(a)
depicts predicted uncertainty. The models that cannot learn
from samples within HUA will exhibit excessively large
blue shade areas, resulting from their high uncertainty pre-
diction across the test set.

Following existing works Amini et al.; Kuleshov, Fenner,
and Ermon, we also use cutoff curves and calibration curves
to compare the performance of uncertainty estimation. In-
spired by previous work (Amini et al. 2020), we further test
how the models perform when faced with OOD data. An ef-
efective evidential model should predict high uncertainty for
OOD data and can distinguish the OOD data. The OOD ex-
perimental setup is the same as Amini et al. for comparison.

**Monocular Depth Estimation within HUA** As illus-
trated in Figure 4, ERN with \( \mathcal{L}^R \) or not, struggles to update
parameters effectively within the HUA, leading to subopti-
mal uncertainty estimation. This constraint forms a signifi-
cant impediment to effective learning from particular sam-
ple. In contrast, the proposed UR-ERN successfully nav-
igates this challenge, demonstrating the capacity to learn
from these specific samples and to efficiently estimate uncer-
tainty, mirroring the behavior observed in normal regions.

Figure 4 shows model performances as pixels possess-
ing uncertainty beyond specific thresholds are excluded. The
proposed UR-ERN demonstrates robust behavior, character-
ized by a consistent reduction in error corresponding to in-
creasing levels of confidence. In addition to the performance
comparison, Figure 4 provides an assessment of the cali-
bration of our uncertainty estimates. The calibration curves,
computed following the methodology described in previous
work (Kuleshov, Fenner, and Ermon 2018), should ideally
follow \( y = x \) for accurate representation. The respective
calibration errors for each model are also shown.

**Monocular Depth Estimation outside HUA** We also
look at how the models perform outside the HUA. Figure 5
visualizes the comparison of how the models can estimate
uncertainty in depth estimation outside HUA. The proposed
UR-ERN has a lower Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) for
most confidence levels than the competing models. Also, the
calibration curve of our method is closer to the ideal curve
than any competing model.

For OOD experiments, the proposed UR-ERN can dis-
tinguish OOD data better than the competing models. The
above experiments reveal that the proposed regularization
can not only be effective at guiding the model to get out of
HUA, but it also performs well outside HUA.

**Extension to Different ERN Variants**

Our theoretical findings reveal that the performance issues
within HUA extend beyond ERN. Other evidential models,
even those utilizing different prior distributions, similarly
exhibit poor performance within this challenging region.

Following the theoretical analysis in the previous sec-
tion, we compare the performance of models in the context
of Multivariate Deep Evidential Regression (Meinert and
Lavin 2021). Following the experimental setup in (Meinert
and Lavin 2021), we conduct the multivariate experiment
and predict \((x, y) \in \mathbb{R}^2\) given \(t \in \mathbb{R}\), where \(x \) and \(y\) belong
the features of the data sample given input \(t\) with the follow-
ing definition:

\[
x = (1 + \epsilon) \cos(t), \quad y = (1 + \epsilon) \sin(t),
\]

and the distribution of \(t\) is formulated as following:

\[
t \sim \begin{cases} 1 - \frac{\zeta}{\pi} & \text{if } \zeta \in [0, \pi] \\ \frac{2\zeta}{\pi} - 1 & \text{if } \zeta \in (\pi, 2\pi] \\ 0 & \text{else} \end{cases}
\]

where \(\zeta \in [0, 2\pi]\) is uniformly distributed and \(\epsilon \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 0.1)\) is drawn from a normal distribution. Under this
setting, the uncertainty is calculated as \(\frac{L + \nu}{\nu - 3}\). When \(\nu \to 3\),
the corresponding uncertainty will be infinite across the
dataset. Similar to previous experiments, we initialize the
model within HUA by setting bias in the activation layer
(See details in Appendix B).

Figure 6(a) shows that the Multivariate ERN struggles to
update the parameter \(\nu\), resulting in unreasonably high un-
certainty estimations (see Appendix B for additional exper-
imental results). Consistent with previous sections, the pro-
posed UR-ERN in Figure 6(b) does not encounter this is-

de issue within HUA and provides reasonable uncertainty pre-
dictions. This validates our theoretical findings, demonstrat-
ing that evidential models, including but not limited to ERN,
face challenges in the HUA when utilizing specific activa-
tion functions to ensure non-negative values. Our solution
effectively overcomes these issues.
Ground Truth

(c) Uncertainty calibration

RMSE with confidence

(b) RMSE with confidence

(c) Uncertainty calibration

(d) Density histograms of entropy

Figure 4: Uncertainty prediction of depth estimation within HUA. (a) The blue shade represents prediction uncertainty. A good estimation of uncertainty should cover the gap between prediction and ground truth exactly. (b) Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) at various confidence levels. The evidential model with a larger confidence level should have a lower RMSE. (c) Uncertainty calibration calculated following previous work (Kuleshov, Fenner, and Ermon 2018), the ideal curve is $y = x$. The calibration errors are 0.2261, 0.2250, and 0.0243 for ERN, NLL-ERN and UR-ERN, respectively.

Figure 5: Uncertainty prediction of depth estimation outside HUA. (a) RMSE at various confidence levels. (b) Uncertainty calibration (ideal: $y = x$). The calibration errors are 0.1366, 0.1978, and 0.0289 for ERN, NLL-ERN and UR-ERN, respectively. (c) and (d) show OOD experimental results. (c) Entropy comparisons for different methods. (d) Density histograms of entropy. Entropy is calculated from $\sigma$, directly related to uncertainty. A good evidential model should be able to distinguish OOD data.

Figure 6: Prediction of parameter $\nu$ in Multivariate ERN and our proposed UR-ERN. Uncertainty ($\frac{LL}{\nu-3}$) will be infinite if $\nu$ is close to 3, indicating the evidential model fails to properly estimate the uncertainty of predictions.

Related Works

Uncertainty Estimation in Deep Learning Developing a trustworthy Deep Learning (DL) model requires an accurate estimation of prediction uncertainty. Ensemble methods (Pearce, Leibfried, and Brintrup 2020; Lakshminarayanan, Pritzel, and Blundell 2017) use multiple networks for uncertainty quantification and thus are computationally expensive due to the need for more parameters. Bayesian neural networks (BNNs) (Gal and Ghahramani 2016; Wilson and Izmailov 2020; Blundell et al. 2015), treating neural network weights as random variables, capture weight distribution rather than point estimates. The introduction of Dropout to BNNs during inference (Gal and Ghahramani 2016) approximates Bayesian inference in deep Gaussian processes but also increases computational costs due to sampling.

Evidential Deep Learning  Evidential Deep Learning (EDL) (Sensoy, Kaplan, and Kandemir 2018; Amini et al. 2020; Malinin and Gales 2018) is a relatively recent method for uncertainty estimation in deep learning, using a conjugate higher-order evidential prior to estimate uncertainty. These models train the neural network to predict distribution parameters that capture both the target variable and its associated uncertainty. Dirichlet prior is introduced for evidential classification (Sensoy, Kaplan, and Kandemir 2018). And NIG prior is introduced for evidential regression (Amini et al. 2020). Meinert and Lavin (2021) further utilize NIW prior for multivariate regression. Pandey and Yü (2023) first observed convergence issues in evidential models for classification, noting their incapacity to learn from certain samples. To tackle this, they introduced evidence regularization. However, the convergence analysis of ERN for regression tasks remains unexplored.

Conclusion

In this paper, we identify the zero gradient problem for evidential regression models. To combat this issue, we introduce a novel regularization term, and our experiments validate the effectiveness of our solution. Future work could be extending our investigation into more evidential models.
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